The power of one.

Pine Energy builds foundation
for scalable and powerful coal
trading operation in 12 weeks

Background
Pine Energy is a privately-owned coal trading enterprise that
started its operations in 2015. Headquartered in Singapore, the
company is run by a group of highly experienced traders, with the
goal to add value to their customers across the coal trading value
chain - from pricing to scheduling to logistics.
Pine Energy trades coal that is produced primarily in Indonesia.
Its reach spans Asia Pacific, with customers in China, India, Japan
and the rest of South East Asia. The company has exclusive
offtake volumes with listed miners, and they specialize in shipping
and risk management via derivatives markets. They plan to
expand their business with a wide array of transportation and
logistics-related services to achieve their vision of becoming an
industry-leading merchant of energy products.
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Business challenge
As a fast-growing enterprise with expanding operations, Pine Energy has worked tirelessly to
build a coal trading business that is uniquely positioned to deliver value to their customers and
partners.
As a business focused on procuring and supplying coal across Asia, Pine Energy needs visibility
into logistics and supply chain. A lot of trading organizations use spreadsheets, but the manual
reconciliation of data does not provide an accurate and timely picture and often leads to delayed
decisions and missed opportunities.
As Pine Energy grew, they encountered challenges maintaining visibility into their operations.
Every time they wanted an update, they had to mine through emails and spreadsheets to extract
relevant data manually and then analyze the numbers - a very time-consuming process.
In order to scale their business in the foreseeable future, Pine Energy’s management realized
that investing in a robust foundation for trading operations now would empower their teams to
operate at their optimum, spot opportunities and discrepancies instantly, and respond faster.
When exploring alternatives, Pine Energy wanted a modern system that would allow them to
compete in fast-moving markets by scaling quickly. At the same time, they did not want a system
that came packed with functionality they did not need. They wanted to implement a solid tech
foundation to meet their current business requirements with the option to grow on demand as
needed.
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Pine Energy went
live in 12 weeks

“The best thing about the platform is that it is hosted
on cloud, and it allows us to seamlessly add new
functionalities without worrying about timelines or
implementation failures. The system allows our traders to
manage their operations end-to-end in one place. They
simply log in and the platform provides all the information
they need at the click of a button.”
Wallace Leong, Risk Manager, Pine Energy

Business solution
After a thorough understanding of Pine Energy’s
requirements, Eka’s consulting team designed a solution
framework with automated workflows specific to their
industry. One of the key requirements was to ensure that
the solution was uncomplicated and easy to adopt, yet
powerful enough to scale in the future.
Eka’s solution consisted of a suite of powerful, enterprisegrade applications mapped to Pine Energy’s requirements.
These out-of-the-box applications, with their pre-built
connectors, enabled them to go live in 12 weeks. Eka’s
solution portfolio for Pine Energy includes Eka CTRM, P&L
Explained, Position, and Mark to Market.
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Business benefits

Accurate and timely
reporting

Operating on a single source
of truth

Cloud ready
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other specialists.

the speed of markets.

Ultra-quick implementation
Pine Energy took advantage Eka’s
exceptionally short implementation
cycles and was able to go live with
business-critical apps in 12 weeks.
A traditional CTRM system would
have required six months or longer to
implement.
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To learn about how Eka can add value to your
operations.
www.eka1.com
info@eka1.com

About Eka Software Solutions
Eka Software Solutions is a global leader in providing digital solutions for Trading & Risk, Supply Chain Management and Financial
Services driven by Cloud, Blockchain, Machine Learning and Analytics. The company’s best-of-breed solutions serve the entire
trading value chain across agriculture, energy, metals and mining and manufacturing markets.
Eka’s Cloud Platform provides advanced analytics, one source of data and an automation engine, providing maximum flexibility and
investment protection as business needs and market requirements change. Eka is committed to ensuring its 100+ clients can work
from anywhere and collaborate across ecosystems within a secure and trusted environment.
For more information, visit www.eka1.com and follow us on LinkedIn and on Twitter.

